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Subjects

Competency

Agriculture

1. Uses measurement tools,
farm tools, equipment, and
implements properly and
safely in agricultural
activities

Biology

1. Appreciates the cell as
the basic unit of living
organisms including how the
structures of different
specialized cells are
related to their functions.

General Remarks by
subject teacher

Subject
Teacher

Emanuel's work has shown a
marked improvement in recent
weeks.

Buga
Apollo

2.0

Moderate

We can take this to be an
average score, however, it
is prudent if Emanuel
performs above this.

Emanuel's written work has
been excellent and Emanuel
has contributed well to
class discussion.

Nakayanja
Ivan

2. Understands that
classification is the
sorting out of living things
based on their similarities.

2.0

Moderate

3. Knows the key
characteristics of the five
kingdoms of living organisms
and is able to identify
examples of organisms from
each kingdom.

2.0

Moderate

Emanuel has produced a
satisfactory result about
his understanding of
Chemistry - States And
Changes Of Matter Emanuel
has produced a satisfactory
result about his
understanding of Chemistry Using Materials

Emanuel's efforts have been
rewarded with excellent
results.

Ntensibe
Ronald

He needs to join the
discussion club soon to be
helped undestand the
principles. This score
depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high.

A good term's work.

Nacakwa
Kato

20.0

13.3

1. Uses knowledge of the
arrangement and motion of
particles to explain the
properties of solids,
liquids, and gases.

3.0

Outstanding

2. Explores how materials
are used and relates those
uses to their molecular
structures.

3.0

Outstanding

Mark Out of 20
Computer
Studies

Generic Skills
Emanuel has produced a
satisfactory result about
his understanding of
Agriculture - Farm Tools,
Equipments And Implements

Mark Out of 20

3.0

Descriptor
Outstanding

Mark Out of 20

Chemistry

Score

20.0

1. Understands the
importance of the physical
devices of a computer system
and uses them in everyday
life.

1.0

Basic

2. Understands the different
types of storage media to
store information following
the structure of files,
folders and directories.

2.5

Outstanding

Mark Out of 20
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Subjects
English
Language

Competency

2.5

Outstanding

2. Discusses the types of
work found in the different
areas and settings and their
work experiencies. They also
engage in debates on a
motion related to child
labour

2.0

Moderate

2.5

Outstanding

2. Understands cultural
differences and exchanges
information orally and in
writing in relation to own
country and community and
those where the target
language is spoken, basing
on life at school.

2.5

Outstanding

2.0

Moderate

2. Knows the main features
of a map and understands the
differences between a map
and reality

2.5

Outstanding

3. Understands geography
through the use of fieldwork
and photographs

2.0

Moderate

2.0

Moderate

2. Understands the concept
of culture and the people
relations in East Africa

3.0

Outstanding
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Subject
Teacher

This score depicts a
promising performance if it
can be kept high. We can
take this to be an average
score, however, it is
prudent if Emanuel performs
above this.

Outstanding attitude to all
aspects of the subject.

Bbosa
Francis

This score depicts a
promising performance if it
can be kept high. This score
depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high.

I commend Emanuel on a
successful term's work.

Rukanga
Nelson

We can take this to be an
average score, however, it
is prudent if Emanuel
performs above this. This
score depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high. We can take this
to be an average score,
however, it is prudent if
Emanuel performs above this.

Emanuel is a friendly
good-humoured cooperative
student who has made
satisfactory progress.

Sseguya
Kenry

Emanuel has produced a
satisfactory result about
his understanding of Hist
and Pol Educ - Culture & Key
Ethnic Group In E.A We can
take this to be an average
score, however, it is
prudent if Emanuel performs
above this.

Emanuel's work continues to
show improvement. Emanuel
must however continue to
work at this subject.

Ssettimba
Josephine

14.4

1. Understands the origins
of their own families as a
result of migration and
settlement of people in East
Africa

Mark Out of 20

General Remarks by
subject teacher

16.7

1. Knows the main physical
features of the local area
and how they can be shown on
a map

Mark Out of 20
Hist And Pol
Educ

Generic Skills

15.0

1. Understands cultural
differences and exchanges
information orally and in
writing in relation to own
country and community and
those where the target
language is spoken.

Mark Out of 20
Geography

Descriptor

1. Listens to recordings,
hold conversations and
writes about a visit they
made to the market and uses
the language in
advertisement

Mark Out of 20
French Lang

Score

16.7

2

Subjects
Kiswahili
Lang

Competency

2.0

Moderate

2. Yanalenga kumwezesha
mwanafunzi kukuza msamiati
unaohusiana na mimea,
matunda pamoja na kutumia
vipengele vya lugha
vilivyoteuliwa kuimarisha
mawasiliano yake.

2.0

Moderate

3. Yanalenga kumwezesha
mwanafunzi kukuza msamiati
unaohusiana na biashara
pamoja na kutumia vipengele
vya lugha vilivyoteuliwa
kuimarisha mawasiliano yake.

3.0

Outstanding

2.0

Moderate

2. Plots and interprets
points in a range of
contexts

3.0

Outstanding

3. Uses the angle properties
of lines and shapes to solve
problems

2.0

Moderate

4. Explores number patterns
and sequences

3.0

Outstanding

16.7

1. Creates, appreciates and
markets works of performing
arts from various genres,
styles and cultures to
effectively entertain the
community and earn a living

2.5

Outstanding

2. Creates, appreciates and
markets works of performing
arts from various genres,
styles and cultures to
effectively entertain the
community and earn a living

2.5

Outstanding

3. Creates, appreciates and
markets works of performing
arts from various genres,
styles and cultures to
effectively entertain the
community and earn a living

2.5

Outstanding

Mark Out of 20
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Generic Skills

General Remarks by
subject teacher

Subject
Teacher

We can take this to be an
average score, however, it
is prudent if Emanuel
performs above this. Emanuel
has produced a satisfactory
result about his
understanding of Kiswahili
Lang - Biashara We can take
this to be an average score,
however, it is prudent if
Emanuel performs above this.

Although progress is
satisfactory standard of
work could improve
significantly with attention
to regular revision.

Katende
Victor

We can take this to be an
average score, however, it
is prudent if Emanuel
performs above this. Emanuel
has produced a satisfactory
result about his
understanding of Mathematics
- Sequence And Patterns We
can take this to be an
average score, however, it
is prudent if Emanuel
performs above this. Emanuel
has produced a satisfactory
result about his
understanding of Mathematics
- Regular Cartesian
Cordinates In 2D
This score depicts a
promising performance if it
can be kept high. This score
depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high. This score
depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high.

Emanuel is working very
well.

Lukwago
John

Unfortunately this result
does not reflect Emanuel's
hard work.

Kyozaire
John

15.6

1. Understands and uses
fractions, percentages and
decimals

Mark Out of 20
Performing
Arts

Descriptor

1. Yanalenga kumwezesha
mwanafunzi kukuza msamiati
unaohusiana na wanyama na
ndege pamoja na kutumia
vipengele vya lugha
vilivyoteuliwa kuimarisha
mawasiliano yake.

Mark Out of 20
Mathematics

Score

16.7

3

Subjects
Physical
Education

Competency

Score

1. Knows when and how to
perform first aid on basic
injuries incurred at school
and at home

2.5

Outstanding

2. Understands his/her body
and performs warm-up and
cool down exercises as key
safety precautions for
performance of physical
activities skills

2.5

Outstanding

Mark Out of 20
Physics

Descriptor

2.0

Moderate

2. Able to explore the
nature and types of force
and describe how forces move
or change the shape of
objects, and understand some
common applications of
forces.

1.5

Moderate

Grading Scale
Identifier Score Range
3
2.50 - 3.00
2
1.50 - 2.49
1
0.90 - 1.49

Descriptor
Outstanding:
Moderate:
Basic:

General Remarks by
subject teacher

Subject
Teacher

This score depicts a
promising performance if it
can be kept high. This score
depicts a promising
performance if it can be
kept high.

Emanuel is working very
well.

Nkondo
Esau

his efforts to get over the
issues will bear better
fruits if given a hand
before it gets late. We can
take this to be an average
score, however, it is
prudent if Emanuel performs
above this.

Emanuel is trying hard and
progress is improving
constantly.

Nassali
Grace

16.7

1. Able to use the knowledge
of the arrangement and
motion of particles to
explain the properties of
solids, liquids, gases and
plasma.

Mark Out of 20
Average Mark Out of 20

Generic Skills

11.7
15.8

STUDENT GENERAL LEVEL IDENTIFIER: LEVEL 2

Most or all LO's achieved for overall achievement
Many LO's achieved, enough for overall achievement
Few LO's achieved, but not sufficient for overall achievement

Class Teacher:
KYOZAIRE John

Class Teacher's Comment:
Excellent performance.

Headteacher:
NAMPERE Samuel

Headteacher's Comment:
This is excellent work,Emanuel should keep it up.

Identifier Ranges:
16.0 - 20.0
Level 1
10.6 - 15.9
Level 2
6.6 - 9.9
Level 3

Date of Issue: 27/08/2022

Requirements for next term:

WORKING TOGETHER
Key words used / Description of terms
Competency: The overall expected capability of a learner at the end of a topic, term or year, after being exposed to a body of knowledge, skills and values.
Descriptor:
Gives details on the extent to which the leaner has achieved the stipulated learning outcomes in a given topic.
Generic Skills: These are higher order transferable soft skills that apply to all subjects and are commonly sought after in the 21st Century and the world of work.
Identifier:
Is a label/grade that distinguishes learners according to their learning achievement of the set competencies
Score:
Refers to the average of the scores attained for the different learning outcomes that make up competency.
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